
 
 
 
Regulations for trainees and visitors from Germany and the EU 
 
1. a) Visits to ASA to get to know the institution are possible after agreement with  

    the board of  the German association. Simply visiting should not extend three  
    days  because ASA is not a tourist place. 
b) Visits extending three days should be in direct connection with the aims of the  

German association. In such cases the visit can be in connection with a 
socialpedagocical, medical, agricultural , crafts or housework training. In all cases 
identification with the aims of the association is necessary. 

 
2. Persons who want to stay for longer time in ASA should introduce themselves in one 

of the yearly member assemblies. After return from ASA they should give a report of 
their stay in ASA. 

 
3. After the practical training in ASA the German association can give a certification. If 

it should be recognised by German authorities it must be cleared up in advance. 
 
4. Visitors should understand themselves as guests of ASA and the country. The stay 

will give a sight into foreign customs to feel the different culture. The guest has to 
respect the local situations and should not judge or interfere according to German 
standards. 

 
5. Cooperation in ASA is possible in the projects of children’s home, farm or village 

hospital after agreement with the secretary of ASA, Mr. S. Sukumaran and his 
coworkers. 

 
6. Claims for liability against ASA India and ASA e.V. Germany are excluded. Visitors 

have to take care of their own insurances. 
 
7. Salaries for trainees cannot be payed. 
 
8. The visitors are more or less in a guest status in a social project therefore it will be 

expected that they should give a donation directly to ASA India to bear the costs of 
their stay.  At present we propose a daily rate of 
  5,-  Euro for students 
  7,-  Euro for members of the German association after one year of membership  
10,-  Euro for non-members of the German association 
. 

 
9. About any plans of activities for public relation the board of ASA e.V. Germany has 

to be informed. 
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